
Malik Bagwala 
Senior Software Developer (Front-end) 
Software Developer with around 4 years of experience, specialized in Front-end Technologies. 

hello@maalik.dev +91 9975130529 

Nashik, India maalik.dev 

linkedin.com/in/malikbagwala twitter.com/MalikBagwala 

github.com/MalikBagwala malik-bagwala 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
Senior Software Developer 
Vesatogo Innovations. 
01/2022 - Present,  Nashik, India 

Built the complete web design system for the company
from scratch using industry-wide best practices 

Architecture a mono-repo service which houses all the front-
end apps and libraries, thereby increasing code reusability
across the organization and reducing setup time for new
libraries and applications. 

Optimized front-end CI/CD pipelines and made them upto
50% faster 

Wrote SOPs for Merge Request guidelines, Coding
standards and Development Lifecycle 

Built a Content Management System for maintaining all the
data of the official website   

React Developer 
RazrCorp (Xuppi.com) 
01/2021 - 10/2021,  Navi Mumbai, India 

Lead the front-end team on building xuppi.com. A modern
suite of products for fans to interact with their favourite
creators using live streaming, real time messaging and a
marketplace to purchase the creators' premium content
(photo, video, albums etc.) 

Built an industry first feature of live stream shopping that
allows an influencer to sell products directly from the live
stream 

Junior Software Developer 
Vesatogo Innovations. 
05/2019 - 01/2021,  Nashik, India 

Built a dashboard from the scratch for fleet management
having advanced features like live vehicle tracking, live
analytics, vehicle mangement, vehicle scheduling, produce
inwarding and resource settlement. tech stack - React,
GraphQL, Apollo Client, Google Maps, AWS, GitLab,
BlueprintJs. 

The dashboard is responsible for the procurement of over
100,000MT of produce. 

Built a dashboard from scratch for managing orders and plot
harvests. tech stack - React, TailwindCSS, GraphQL, Apollo
Client, Hasura (for real-time subscriptions) 

Built the chrome extension for feeding live data from a
weighing sensor into the web app. 

SKILLS 

ReactJS JavaScript CSS GraphQL 

NextJS GatsbyJS Django Python 

Docker AWS GitLab Git CI/CD 

TypeScript Python Terraform NodeJs 

PWA Responsive Design TailwindCSS 

Firebase Design System GitHub 

Progressive Web Apps Cypress 

Developer Experience 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
Portfolio Website   

Designed and developed my own website using GatsbyJs,
TailwindCSS and GraphQL. Focuses on clean scalable code and
includes a sweet dark mode! 

Lights Out   
A fun browser based game built using react in which the user has
50 turns to light on the entire board. each click toggles the 4
surrounding tiles 

Biosisplant - API   
Biosisplant plant is a service that reminds farmers about their on-
farm activities like fertigation-schedules, weather conditions etc. 

EDUCATION 
Master of Computer Applications (MCA) 
Sandip University 
06/2020 - 06/2022,  Nashik 

Bachelor of Computer Science 
Savitribai Phule Pune University 
09/2016 - 06/2019,  Nashik 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
Team member of the year - 2019 (12/2019) 
Vesatogo Innovations 

Sprint Star (5 Times) 
Vesatogo Innovations 

Achievements/Tasks 
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